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Abstract – A conversational robot can take on different
personas that have more or less common ground with users.
With more common ground, communication is more
efficient. We studied this process experimentally. A “male”
or “female” robot queried subjects about romantic dating
norms. We expected subjects to assume a female robot
knows more about dating norms than a male robot. If so,
subjects should describe dating norms efficiently to a female
robot but to elaborate on these norms to a male robot.
Subjects, especially women discussing norms for women,
used more words explaining dating norms to the male robot
than to a female robot. We suggest that through simple
changes in a robot’s persona, we can elicit different levels of
information from users—less if the robot’s goal is efficient
speech, more, if the robot’s goal is redundancy, description,
explanation, and elaboration.
Index Terms – human-robot interaction, social robots,
humanoids, communication, dialogue, common ground,
knowledge estimation, mental models, gender

I. INTRODUCTION
Much of the time, in interacting with another person,
we are efficient, using as few words as we need to
communicate our meaning [1]. For instance, I need not
explain the rules of football when discussing a game with
another football fan. I also use more jargon and partial
sentences than I use when I am talking with a novice.
Likewise, if I am interacting with a robot, I can be
efficient if the robot knows a lot about my topic. The
more I estimate the robot knows about my topic, the less I
need to be redundant, to elaborate, describe, and
explain—the more efficient I can be in my
communication.
In human-robot interaction, we can use this principle
to elicit efficient communication from users. For example,
if a mechanic’s helper-robot conveys that it has
knowledge of mechanics, users should feel they have an
overlapping store of knowledge with the robot. Because
of this common ground, users will be able to query the
robot for a wrench without explaining what they mean by
“wrench.” More common ground with the robot is
associated with the elicitation of less information and
more efficiency.
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Suppose we do not have an efficiency goal for this
interaction? Instead, if the robot is not an expert but is
learning, we may want those interacting with the robot to
be redundant, to explain themselves, and to elaborate. For
example, we may want the user to describe the desired
wrench in detail to the robot, perhaps to distinguish
different types of wrenches or other tools with which the
robot may confuse it with. In this case, we will not want
the robot to exhibit common ground with the user, but
instead to seem more ignorant. Equivalent situations can
be found in human conversational settings. For instance,
teachers, police interrogators and research interviewers
often display confusion or uncertainty to elicit more
detailed information from students, suspects, and subjects.
In human-robot interaction, a robot might elicit more
detailed information from users by conveying less
overlapping expertise and less common ground with
users. In this paper we examine this idea, showing how a
robot’s gendered persona can increase or decrease
common ground, thereby influencing the information
people convey to the robot.
II. ESTABLISHING COMMON GROUND THROUGH PERSONAS
To perceive common ground with a robot, people need to
have a reasonably accurate idea about what the robot
knows [2]. An obvious starting point is what they
themselves know, or think they know. People’s own
knowledge acts as a default or anchor for estimating the
knowledge of others [3]. People also use social context
cues such as a robot’s appearance or demeanor to build a
mental model of what a robot knows. Social cues point to
social groups such as gender, age, profession, and
nationality, and these social groups convey a persona, that
is, a personality with social and intellectual attributes [2].
Personas help people estimate others’ knowledge [4]. For
example, if a robot is a humanoid from New York or
Hong Kong, people conclude that it has knowledge about
these localities [5].
Common ground with a robot is likely to affect how
people communicate with the robot and what they expect
in return. Speakers design messages to be appropriate to
what they assume to be the knowledge of the recipients
[6]. People represent information sparsely when they are
communicating with others with whom they share much

knowledge; by contrast, people represent information
more elaborately if they have to communicate it to others
who know nothing about the subject matter [7, 8]. In
figure 1, we summarize this argument. In the figure,
social cues influence user’s perception of the robot’s
persona. The persona, and the user’s own knowledge,
influence the user’s estimate of the knowledge of the
robot. Comparing the robot’s estimated knowledge with
the user’s own knowledge results in the degree to which
the user and the robot share common ground. More
common ground results in the user employing more
efficient speech; less common ground results in the user
employing more elaborated speech.
Common
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Fig. 1. How common ground predicts user speech with a robot.

III. GENDERED PERSONA PREDICTIONS
To examine the process outlined above, we studied the
way a gendered robot conveys common ground and how
that common ground influences users’ speech. Starting
with the social cues depicted at the bottom of Figure 1, we
argue that a robot that speaks with a feminine (high
frequency) voice or that has feminine appearance will be
associated with the female gender, and will take on the
persona of a female. As such, the robot will be estimated
to have knowledge that many women have, such as
knowledge of women’s clothing sizes and women’s sports
celebrities. By contrast, a robot that speaks with a
masculine (low frequency) voice and looks masculine will
be estimated to have knowledge that many men have,
such as knowledge of men’s clothing sizes and men’s
sports celebrities. In our experiment, we chose to focus on
the topic of romantic dating practices. In human
populations, women are more knowledgeable about
dating norms and social practices, and they have more
social skill than men do [9]. Therefore, we argue that
users (not necessarily consciously) will assume a
“female” robot should know more about dating practices
and norms than a “male” robot would.
In the model, people use their own knowledge to
estimate others’ knowledge. (Dawes [10] showed that
people do well, statistically speaking, to take their own
opinions or knowledge as representative of that of the
group to which they belong.) People then compare their

knowledge to their estimates of others’ knowledge to
arrive at an estimate of common ground. Therefore, we
argue, women should assume more overlapping
knowledge with a female robot and men should assume
more overlapping knowledge with a male robot.
According to this logic, the most overlapping knowledge
and common ground should be between women
interacting with a female robot about dating norms that
pertain particularly to women.
What does this process predict about how users will
speak to the robot if the robot asks them about dating
norms? In the model, users will describe and explain
dating norms efficiently to a female robot because the
female robot already shares some of this dating
knowledge, i.e., has more common ground with the user.
They will explain themselves more to a male robot
because of the comparative lack of common ground.
Further, if women assume more overlapping knowledge
with a female robot and men assume more overlapping
knowledge with a male robot, then women should explain
dating norms less to the female robot than men do.
Likewise, men should explain dating norms less to the
male robot than women do. Finally, we have argued that
women have the most common ground with a female
robot who asks them about dating norms that apply to
women. Hence, the more efficient communication should
be found in the case where women are speaking with a
female robot about dating norms for women.
We tested these predictions in the belief that, if valid,
they have significant implications for understanding and
designing human-robot social interaction. The theory
implies that people who interact with a gendered
humanoid robot do not approach the robot tabla rasa, but
rather develop a default mental model of the robot’s
knowledge. That knowledge estimate influences their
assumed common ground with the robot and their
discourse with the robot. Designers can affect these
models and the consequent speech of users in appropriate
directions, eliciting more efficiency or more elaboration
depending on their goals for the human-robot interaction.
IV. RELATED WORK
The last decade has seen a number of projects
involved in the construction of social robots, that is,
robots that engage in social interaction with people. Thus,
Sparky [11] and Kismet [12] used facial features, facial
expression, movement, and sounds to convey attention to
the observer and to the observer’s responses. Museum
robots [13 - 15] have been designed to traverse museum
spaces, speak out loud, convey commands (such as “make
way”) and generally to provide display information and
amusement for visitors. More recently, Valerie, a
receptionist-robot, engages in a dialogue with people,
giving them information (such as the location of people in
offices) and entertaining them by telling stories [16].
Robovie [17] is a child-sized robot in Japan who speaks
English with school children, recognizes them, and
engages them in one-on-one games. The Nursebot robot,
Pearl, the same robot we used in the study described in
this paper, was initially developed to interact with older
people who may need help to remain independent in their

homes [18]. This work indirectly examines people’s
mental models of a robot, in particular, their mental model
of what the robot knows, and how the model affects their
interactions with the robot.
In a previous study, we showed that the language and
appearance of a robot could change people’s estimations
of its knowledge. In that study [5], subjects assumed that
a robot made in Hong Kong who spoke Chinese knew
more about landmarks in China than a robot made in New
York who spoke English. Our purpose, here, is to follow
up on this previous study, to demonstrate that a robot’s
persona can be gendered easily using simple cues, and
that the robot’s gender will influence how much people
say to the robot. In recognition of previous work, we do
not argue that knowledge estimation is the only process
that influences common ground and users’ responses to a
robot, but we think it is one important factor in humanrobot interaction, particularly when the robot is a
humanoid and therefore may be assumed to have some
social knowledge.
V. METHOD
We tested the predictions in an experiment in which
young adults of both genders engaged in a one-on-one
dialogue with a humanoid robot. The study required that
the interaction design and dialogue for the robot would be
of interest to subjects. Another requirement was to ensure
that subjects understood the robot’s questions and
responses, and that the robot understood the subjects’
responses. A third requirement was that the topic was one
about which subjects had highly predictable knowledge
and established opinions. We chose the topic of “first
dates” because almost all young adults have personal
knowledge of dating practices and because there are wellestablished schemas for behavior of women and men on
first dates [19]. Indeed, norms for first dates have changed
little since the 1950s [20].
In the experiment, a subject, alone with the robot,
engaged in a dialogue with the robot. The robot was
presented as either female (feminine voice, pink lips) or
male (male voice, grey lips). We used only these two cues
on purpose, to demonstrate that differences in robot
persona and user behavior can be accomplished through
minimal variation of a robot’s appearance and voice.
The male or female robot told the subject that it was
training to be a dating counselor, and that it needed advice
about what typically happens on dates. The robot then
asked the subject various questions about events that
transpire on a first date, and the robot responded to what
the subject typed. The dialogue was scripted to begin with
general questions about dating, such as where people
meet others and about the appropriateness of conduct
such as dating a boss or co-worker. As the dialogue
progressed, the robot talked about a hypothetical couple,
“Jill” and “John,” who were about to go on a first date.
The robot asked the subject a series of questions about Jill
and John, such as whether John should call Jill back if she
was busy the first time he called, or if Jill should bring
John flowers. Subjects’ answers to these questions about
Jill and John allow us to evaluate how female and male
subjects talked with a male or female robot differently

depending on whether they were talking about a woman
(Jill) or a man (John).
A. Experimental Design
The experiment used a 2 X 2 X 2 factorial design
with two between-groups factors and one within-subjects
factor. The between-groups factors were subject’s gender
(male or female) and robot’s gender (male or female). The
within-subjects factor (questions about Jill and questions
about John) applied to all subjects, that is, the robot asked
every subject about Jill and about John.
B. Subjects
Thirty-three native American-English speakers from
Carnegie Mellon participated for US$10 cash as payment
(17 males, 16 females; average age 21 years). Half the
study was run by a male experimenter and half by a
female; there were no differences due to experimenter
gender.
C. Procedure
When subjects arrived at the experimental lab, the
experimenter told them he/she was creating a dating
service for Carnegie Mellon students, and that their
conversation would help train the robot’s AI system to
give people better advice.
Subjects conversed with the robot through an
interface like that of Instant Messaging. The IM interface
was on the screen on the robot’s chest. Subjects seated the
keyboard on their lap. The robot used Cepstral’s Theta for
speech synthesis, and its lips moved as it spoke [21]. The
text also showed on the screen as the robot spoke and
subject typed, as in IM interfaces.
We adapted the robot’s questions from Laner &
Ventrone’s studies of dating norms [19, 20]. Laner &
Ventrone asked students what events typically transpire
on a first date, and who initiates these events – the man,
the woman, both, or either. We chose twelve of the events
with the largest gender difference, and created a scenario
about “John and Jill,” two hypothetical individuals who
were interested in each other. Six of the items were most
commonly thought to be initiated by men (e.g. “decide on
plans by yourself”, 61% say men, 6% say women), and
six were most commonly performed by women (e.g. “buy
new clothes for date,” 2% say men, 75% women).
The robot asked some questions about what Jill
should do and some questions about what John should do.
In each case, the robot asked half of these in a way that
supported a gender stereotype (e.g. “Do you think that
John should make the plans for the date?”), and half in a
way that reversed the stereotype (e.g. “Do you think it's
appropriate for John to buy new clothes for a first date?”).
The questions about Jill and John were embedded in other
questions about dating conduct and norms (such as the
wisdom of Internet dating), so as to disguise our interest
in gender.
After chatting with the robot, the subject completed a
survey, which included ratings of the masculinity and
femininity of the robot, taken from Bem’s Sex-Role
Inventory [22], as well as other questions about the
robot’s personality, knowledge, and humanlikeness.
D. Dialogue

The robot interpreted and responded to the subject
using a customized variant of the Alice chat-bot [23]
(http://www.alicebot.org), a publicly available patternmatching text processor. We developed and refined the
dialogue through pretesting, and carried out two pilot
studies (one with an animation of a robot and one with the
actual robot).

whether it would be OK for them to date if John was Jill’s
boss.”
Subjects in the pilot studies commonly made spelling
and grammatical errors, and did not correct themselves,
such as saying “shoudl,” or “No, is Jill and John ike each
other and Jil is comfortable with asking him on a date.”
To fix this problem, we added the Linux Aspell spell
checker to find many spelling errors and automatically
correct them in the robot’s interpreter. Thus when the

Fig. 3. IM-like chat interface, with responses from a pilot test.

Fig. 2. The robot talking with a subject.

The first version of the dialogue created very large
variability across subjects both in the amount and content
of their speech. Some subjects did respond to the robot's
questions but asked for clarifying information; others did
not answer at all and had to be prompted to answer. One
reason for this variability across people is that, initially,
the chat-bot often did not respond well to subjects’
questions. For example, when the robot asked “Should
[person’s name] go to a club?” some subjects asked, “Can
he/she dance?” In each successive test, we tailored the
chat-bot’s responses towards the questions and comments
that subjects made, and dropped dialogue that subjects did
not understand.
Most questions the robot asked could be answered
with “yes,” “no,” or a number. Hence, it was possible for
the subject to be very efficient. However, as we expected
from the model in Figure 1, many subjects did not say
only “yes” or “no” (e.g., see Figure 3). For the robot to
understand most replies, we had to compile hundreds of
variants of common responses from subjects’ responses in
the pilot tests, such as “that would be nice,” and “of
course not.” We added “smart” exchanges. For instance,
if the subject said, “Absolutely!” the robot remarked on
the subject’s certainty. We also added an ability to
respond to question-specific answers, such as “they
should split the check,” to allow more comprehension by
the robot. When the subject uttered something vague like
“maybe,” or “only if …,” or when the subject otherwise
failed to answer the question in a manner the robot could
understand, the robot prompted the subject, “Please
rephrase that,” or “Please be more specific,” and “tell me

subject spelled something wrong, the robot was still able
to interpret it, and if the robot repeated the subject’s
words, the robot spelled the words correctly. As a result
of these improvements in the robot’s script and
interpreter, the number of nonresponses by subjects
declined precipitously.
Although branching on the subjects’ responses made
the interaction feel more fluid, some of the branches were
boring or redundant and branches tend to complicate
statistical analysis. Therefore, for the main experiment,
we shortened the robot’s dating question script from our
original 1026 words in 65 sentences to 876 words in 50
sentences. We reduced 11 branches to only 3. We made
the questions clearer, increasing the average number of
words in each question from 16.3 to 17.5.
E. Analyses of Main Experiment
The main dependent variable was how much the
subjects said to the robot about what Jill’s and John’s
conduct should be before, on, and after their first date.
We used the Text Analysis and Word Counts (TAWC)
program [24] to count the number of words the subjects
used to answer the robot’s questions about Jill and John.
To normalize the counts, which were skewed and left
censored (a person can’t say fewer than zero words to any
question), logs of the totals were computed and the data
were centered. The result is a standardized measure of the
log of total words spoken about Jill and about John.
The data were analyzed using analysis of variance
with two between factors (gender of subject and gender of
robot) and one within factor (words about Jill compared
to words about John).
VI. RESULTS
A. Subjects’ Perception of Robot Persona
The first analysis was a check on the manipulation.
That is, did the subjects perceive the robot to be
gendered? We asked subjects a write-in question whose
result was significant (chi square = 40, p < .0001).
Sixteen of 17 subjects in the female robot condition said
the robot was female and one said “female?” In the male
robot condition 14 of 16 subjects said the robot was male,
one said female, and one said “male?” We also asked

subjects to respond to a pair of 5-point rating scales (1 =
low, 5 = high) asking how masculine and how feminine
the robot was. Subjects rated the female robot an average
of 3 on the feminine scale and 2.2 on the masculine scale,
and they rated the male robot an average of 2.1 on the
feminine scale and 3.6 on the masculine scale (interaction
F [1, 29] = 25, p < .001).
The next analysis checked on whether there were
differences by robot gender in perceptions of the robot’s
speech skills. Three rating scales (1 - 5) addressed this
question: the robot’s speech quality, the robot’s response
time, and the robot’s conversation skill. There were no
differences due to robot or subject gender. On average,
subjects rated the robot’s speech quality 3.3, response
time 2.7, and conversation skill 2.8. These scores are
lower than the ratings (approximately 3.5 – 4) that people
give to other people or to themselves, but higher than in
the previous version of our dialogue development.
We next examined data from items about the robot’s
knowledge and personality. We did not find an overall
difference in the subjects’ estimates of the robot’s
knowledge of dating (after their interaction with the
robot) but, instead, women subjects tended to rate the
female robot as having more knowledge about dating
whereas men rated the male robot as having more
knowledge about dating; these differences did not quite
attain statistical significance (p = .14). Overall, those who
felt the robot knew less spent a greater amount of time
talking to the robot (r = -.31) and answering Jill and John
questions (r = -.13).
We used a scale measuring extraversion of the robot
(cheerful, attractive, happy, friendly, optimistic, warm)
because extraverts tend to elicit more talk from other
people than do introverts. We found no differences due to
robot gender. Across conditions, the robot was rated as
moderately extraverted.
Other items measured the robot’s dominance,
compassion, and likeability. In these items, most ratings
were the same across robot gender and subject gender,
and in moderate ranges of the scale. However, men’s
ratings of the female robot were significantly lower than
either women’s ratings of either gendered robot or men’s
ratings of the male robot. Thus, men rated the female
robot as lower in leadership and higher in dominance (p
< .001), as somewhat less tender and compassionate (p
< .07), and as marginally less likeable (p > .10). Because
of these differences, we examined whether subjects’

ratings influenced how much they talked with the robot.
We found that their ratings of the robot’s assertiveness,
compassion, and likeableness were correlated with
amount of talking, so we used these ratings as control
variables in the subsequent analyses. Use of these control
variables did not change the direction of results.
B. Subjects’ Talk
As noted above, we measured the number of words
that men and women subjects used in communicating
with the male or female robot about Jill’s and John’s
appropriate conduct on a first date. We predicted that (a)
subjects would use fewer words in talking to the female
than the male robot, (b) that women would talk less to a
female robot than men would, and men would talk less to
a male robot than women would, and (c) that the least talk
should occur in the condition where women conversed
with a female robot about dating norms for women.
Overall we found a significant triple interaction of
subject gender, robot gender, and Jill vs. John questions
(F [1, 25] = 4, p = .05). Although these results are not
very strong, due to the comparatively small sample size
(fewer than 10 subjects per condition), the results reflect
the predictions, shown in Figures 4a and 4b.
1. Subjects said more words to the male robot than to
the female robot.
2. Men said more words to the female robot than
women did, whereas women said more words to the male
robot than men did.
3. The fewest words were said to the female robot by
women about Jill.
VII. DISCUSSION
In summary, subjects in this controlled experiment
engaged in a one-on-one dialogue about (human) dating
practices with an interactive humanoid robot. The
ostensible purpose of this dialogue was to give the robot
more knowledge about dating so it could perform as a
dating counselor. Half of the subjects interacted with a
“female” robot with pink lips who asked them questions
about dating in a feminine voice; half of the students
interacted with the same robot, but it was “male”—spoke
with a masculine voice and had grey lips (same as its
body). We predicted that subjects, especially women,
would assume the female robot would know more about
dating, especially when discussing norms for a woman.
As can be seen in Figures 4a and 4b, the pattern of results
fits these expectations, though the differences are small.
Clearly, other factors also determine how much a person
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talks with a robot.
This work has a few design implications for human
robot interaction. First, the theory predicts that people will
make assumptions about the knowledge of a robot based
on social cues attached to it. Hence we cannot assume that
people approach a robot tabla rasa but instead have a
mental model that, at the outset, is anchored by
impressions of the robot’s persona. Second, designers can
manipulate a robot’s appearance, conduct, and context to
convey the robot’s knowledge or they can design a robot
whose cues adapt to different user models. Third, because
people will adjust their conversation with a robot
depending on their perceived common ground with it,
designers will need to make decisions about their goals
for this conversation. Do they want the human-robot
interaction to be as efficient as possible, or do they want it
to be more discursive?
Our study results suggest that if a robot’s task is
stereotypically associated with different social groups,
then we may want to design the robot’s interface to fit or
to violate the stereotype. For example, a “nursebot” robot,
if stereotypical, would be female. If we wanted this robot
to have minimal and efficient conversation with users
about their medications, health, and so forth, then the
nursebot robot should be female. If, however, we wanted
users to provide more information, to explain themselves,
to “talk down” to the robot, then the nursebot robot
should be male. One reason to implement an antistereotypic robot would be if the robot’s speech
understanding were poor. In that case, we speculate that
people will be more redundant in their conversation with
the robot if it does not fit the stereotypic persona for that
topic (e.g., a female mechanic, a male nurse). If the
conversation won't flow perfectly, the best design may be
the robot which does not fit the stereotype. More
generally, we can use the principle that people adapt their
speech to the perceived needs of the other. So, just as we
speak more clearly to three year olds than we speak to our
peers, we will speak more clearly to the ignorant robot
than we will to the smart one.
A. Future Work
Because this study represents a first demonstration of
a common ground effect in human-robot interaction, we
must regard it as preliminary. We believe there are many
worthwhile domains to explore in seeking replication and
extension of the theory to human-robot interaction, for
example, whether people find common ground with a
robot’s emotional state, preferences, or decision biases.
This work may also lead to some new ways that designers
can adapt dialogue systems such that people and robots
will communicate more clearly.
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